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Year 5 Homework: 
English: Complete the reading comprehension on the paper provided. Due 

Wednesday 28th November.  

 

Maths: Write 7 multiplication word problems for your peers to solve on the 

square paper provided. Make sure they involved numbers similar to the ones you 

were multiplying in class. Remember to include the answers. Due Thursday 29th 

November.   
 

Please help your child by discussing their homework with them before they 

hand it in. 

 
Year 6 Homework: 

English 

Complete the entire reading comprehension on the paper provided. You may 

decide to do it in an hour and exam conditions before going back and 

attempting some of the questions again with the support of an adult in a 

different coloured pen. If you do, remember to add AS next to these 

questions. Due Wednesday 28th November. 

 

Maths 

Complete the arithmetic questions on the paper provided. If you are not sure 

how to do the circled questions independently you may miss them out. Due 

Thursday 29th November. 

 

Please help your child by discussing their homework with them before they 

hand it in. 

 

 

 

BMX Monday 

On Monday a man called Mike Mullen came in from BMX Academy and did an assembly. He told us 

that we should close our ‘I can’t do this’ door. After that, he went outside and showed off some 

of his freestyle skills. Having seen Mike jump over three of the teachers, the year 5s went and 

did a workshop with him. We did lots of cool tricks like the no hands cancan (which is when you 

take off both of your legs and move them both to one side). Then the year 6s did the same 

workshop; we all enjoyed it and we wanted to do lots more. 
 

Anti-bullying assembly 

In anti-bullying week each class learnt something about bullying and the importance of having an 

anti-bullying week. As each class did something different we decided to each show off what we 

had learn at a special assembly. Our class did a Venn diagram to show the similarities and 

difference between cyber-bullying and bullying. In the assembly we sung the ‘Choose Respect’ 

song we learnt last week and everyone loved it (even the teaches boogied to it).   
 

Power of Reading 

In Power of Reading we have been learning more about Ernest Shackleton and his crew. We have 

been writing log book entries about each mayor event that took place. We are now writing a 

letter to our family or friends (if your family have sadly passed away) back home in England. We 

also wrote poems inspired by a picture of broken ice. We wrote powerful words and phrases and 

put them together in the way they sounded best so it became as powerful as it could be.  
 

Homework: 

English 

Our new vocabulary word for the 

week is: deficiency.  Please find out 

what it means and use it in a sentence 

(this should be written in your 

planner). You could also discuss how 

you could use it in class so you 

achieve our challenge next week. 

 

Please practice the spelling words in 

your folder. 

 

Science and Art 

Please read the ‘Think science, draw 

Scientists!’ sheet for more 

information. As part of this very 

exciting task you need to complete 

the sheet you have been given as well 

as write a paragraph (there is a word 

limit of 250 words in place) on why 

you have chosen that scientist to be 

the face of the new 50 pound bank 

note on the lined paper provided. Due 

Tuesday 4th December.  

 

 


